THE WHITE HORSE PROPHECY
MORMON PLAN FOR AMERICA & THE US ELECTIONS
This prophecy is a Mormon prediction taken very literally by the followers of the Mormon Church. It is referred to as the White Horse Prophecy alluding to the 1st Seal of
the Book of Revelation. From this scene, a Man on a White Horse comes onto the world stage in time to save it from total collapse in every sense of the word; economic,
political and spiritual. This ‘One Mighty & Strong’ Man, as the Mormon call their coming ‘Messiah’ has to be and will be a ‘prophet.’ This man will be in the line of succession of ‘crowned prophets’ since Joseph Smith was one before his death. Mormon historical accounts declare that Joseph Smith crowned himself ‘King of America’
during the time of persecution against the Mormons. The opposition to their version of Christianity is what has been an issue of contention, particularly in the USA,
between the Mormons and mainline Christianity–whom the Mormons view as apostate and needing to be evangelized with the ‘true gospel’. Many do not realize that
bedded deep inside the psyche of the Mormon Doctrines is also a sense of revenge needed to be taken against mainline Christianity for the murder of their ‘prophet’, Joseph Smith.
Like most religions, their eschatology demands a ‘Messiah’ that will deliver the ‘faithful’ for their devotion and works. This ‘Messiah’ or prophet, much like the Muslims, will establish a New Order or
‘Kingdom’ on Earth. Mormons are supposed to be destined to be rulers over all other nations but especially the USA in the ‘Latter Days’. This coming New Order, as it could possibly correlate to the
Mormon Doctrine and White Horse Prophecy is that somehow America will be involved in the ‘Latter Days’ to bring this about. Many in the Mormon Church are increasingly coming to the realization
that perhaps Romney could be this ‘anointed prophet’ come and save America and the US Constitution. Mitt Romney is not only a Mormon Elder but a Bishop, which is a High Priest in the Mormon
Church priesthood hierarchy. He served his missionary tour in France. His great grandfather was born in Mexico. He lived there in an established Mormon colony, as
there are many Mormon and Mennonite
religious communities there to this day.
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This illustration is only pure
conjecture. This illustration is not to conclude that the Romney
Campaign is or has anything to do with an ‘AntiChrist’ complex
or association. This illustration only seeks to show that like the
Obama campaign logo introduced in 2008, that many have
deciphered a 666 number into it, so too perhaps the Romney
Campaign logo has such a number association incorporated
into its logo as well.
Specifically the digits have been incorporated in many well
known logos and/or symbols around the world. Many powerful
world corporations, agencies and organizations have a
variation of this number associated with their products or
ideology. Perhaps this same principle is now being used in the
Romney Presidential Campaign logo; if by coincidence or by
choice.
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The Romney logo has a tri-color font that has a red, white and
blue triple ‘R’ without a left edge. The 666 configuration can be
figured by basically flipping the logo horizontally. With this
orientation, then the upside-down R’s make for the three 6s.
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The Electoral College
The USA is a Constitutional Republic,
meaning it really is not a true
1882 Mormon Temples in the USA
Democracy of ‘1 man, 1 vote’. The 1847
citizens elect Representatives to
vote for them, i.e., Congress. The Electoral College is just another mechanism placed to try to ensure equality in
state representation. It consisting of 538 Electors who ‘officially’ the President and VP.
The number of Electors is equal to the members of Congress along with 3 from DC. Those against such a system
argue that it is not democratic, others state that it gives undecided states more influence in the process. Those
that support such a system believe that it brings ‘balance’ to a federal union in which small state populations
are not discriminated against.
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The Left
The NDAA
An Iranian Strike
Continued Patriot Act
Big Government Welfare
Corporate Bailouts
Insurance Mandated
Lobbyists Appointments
Drones over the USA
Continued TSA Molestations
Funding by Wall Street

Who Obama and Romney really do and will work for.
OBAMA

ROMNEY

University of California
Goldman Sachs
Harvard University
Microsoft Corp
Google Inc
JPMorgan Chase & Co
Citigroup Inc
Time Warner
Sidley Austin LLP
Stanford University
National Amusement Inc
WilmerHale LLP
Columbia University
Skadden, Arpes et al
UBS AG
IBM Corp
General Electric
US Government
Morgan Stanley

The Right
At the ‘Top’, support for:
The NDAA
An Iranian Strike
Continued Patriot Act
Big Government Welfare
Corporate Bailouts
Insurance Mandated
Lobbyists Appointments
Drones over the USA
Continued TSA Molestations
Funding by Wall Street

THE MORMONS (LDS)
In brief, a Mormon is used to describe a member of the church that is called officially, The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. This religion is also often times referred to as the simply, LDS. This
religion claims to have the ‘true revelation’ of Jesus Christ given to their founder precisely in the USA.
This compilation of writings form the main body of literary work that comprise the Book of Mormon; a
3rd Testament. The first being the Old Testament, then the New Testament.
Mormons believe that mainline Christianity is apostate and thus considers any non-Mormon as
candidates for their proselytizing. A common example of this can use Romney’s Mormon missionary
tour in France. He spent the time required by all male eligible ‘Elders’ to do mission as a Mormon
missionary on a quest to convert Christians to the ‘true religion’ of Jesus Christ.
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Only 2 choices are allowed, the ‘O’ or the ‘R’
At the ‘Top’, support for:

1994

Protestant 52%
Catholic 24%
Unaffiliated
12%
THE MUSLIM OR THE MORMON

SOME MORMON CHURCH STATS
- over 13 million members worldwide
- over 51,000 missionaries around the world
- religious material printed in 166 languages

Others go so far as to entertain that any candidate is really not ‘chosen’ by
the US Electorate but that they are chosen behind the scenes by the invisible
sinister ‘dark hand’ that only gives the US population an appearance that it
‘elects’ the most powerful ‘man’ on Earth, the President of the USA.
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Do you think the Mormon religion is Christian, or is
it not Christian? For Romney Supporters Today.YouGov.com
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Perhaps this will be the case if America will ‘vote’ for Romney over Obama.
Some political pundits have presented evidence by following the money trail
that in all actuality, both are really not that far apart. There might be market
economic differences on the outset but at the very top, both candidates can
be seen as just been a different version of the ‘same’.
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PRE-DETERMINED U.S. ELECTIONS?

Most students of Political Science, regardless of political affiliations could
agree that the USA has never been so divided between the Blue and the
Red. The USA currently is much like it was during Lincoln with the Blue and
the Grey. Perhaps Romney is indeed in a position to have this Mormon
Prophecy come to pass.
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On the surface it might appear to be ‘Christian’ but as one further investigates and compares doctrine
and practice, there is clearly a distinct difference. There are many peculiar religious tenants of the
Mormon faith that are at odds with the main principles and practices of orthodox Christianity. Some of
these peculiar Mormon practices are for example, baptizing the dead, being sealed, views of race,
attributes of who God is, the divinity of Adam, blood atonement, and taking multiple wives., etc.

This is not the first time that the US Presidential candidate would be a
Mormon. Ironically Romney’s father ran for US President in the 1960s but did
not win. What is different now, as opposed to then, is that it would be during
a time when the US Constitution would be in jeopardy of being discarded or
destroyed.
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Unlike the main Abrahamic faiths of Judaism and Christianity, Mormonism is uniquely an American or
US phenomenon. Of note, within the Mormon Church, there has been a schism that occurred much
like it occurred between the Roman Catholics and Protestant Reformed Catholics. There are actually 3
main branches; the most prolific and successful has been the LDS. The other 2 are the Reformed and
the Temple Lot Mormons.

The Mormons believe that one of their Elder and Priest would be this man
that will save the USA from political, moral and economic doom. A possible
sign that this Mormon Prophecy is about to be realized could be through the
US Presidential elections of 2012.

The number 666 has a sinister connotation in many world
cultures since ancient times. Many world religious and
denominations do attribute evil forces to it. The number
sequence has primarily been associated to the concept of the
AntiChrist complex. It is a force and person that opposes what
the concept or ideal of the ‘Christ Jesus of the Bible represents,
according to some religious interpretations. Others attributed it
force, weather political, economic and/or spiritual as being
behind or influencing world events, movements and/or
personages.
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